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Installation Manual

Before installing the product, please read the Installation 
      Manual carefully and keep it for future reference.
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After installation the manual must be kept by the customer. 
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TBG07201* 
TBG08201*  
TBG09201* 
TBG10201*  
TBG11201*  

(4)Handle installation
When the valve is in a closed status, insert the handle into the valve body and align
the handle with the spline in the valve body. When the inserted handle collar firmly
coincides with the lavatory top, fasten the set screws in the handle collar.
Attention:
1.During installation, be sure to check the cold and hot directions to avoid reverse
installation (the handle with red is hot water and the handle with blue is cold water).
2.During installation, be sure to check the opening and closing directions to avoid
reverse installation (the anticlockwise direction is opening and the clockwise direction
is closing at the hot water side; the clockwise direction is opening and the
anticlockwise direction is closing at the cold water side).

Handle of hot water side

Socket head
cover screws

Handle of cold water side

Hex wrench with
metric of 2 mm 
(not included)

Adjusting connector
The adjusting connector
will fall off if pulled with force

Please insert the adjusting
connector firmly, and make
sure that the adjusting connector
is secure after insertion.

3.Adjustment during installation and handle inclination (take out the
adjusting connector and stagger the spline adjustment angle, which may
need to be adjusted several times according to different insertion
positions).
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Installation of Spout

Red Blue

Handle inclination

Close

Disassembly

Spline Stagger
Insert
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(2) Fixing of water-passing body and valve spool body under the lavatory
     Pass the connected water-passing body and the valve spool body from the underside of the
     pedestal through the previously installed mounting holes, and then fix the water-passing body
     on the pedestal by using the fixed pedestal;

Use a Phillips screwdriver to tighten the fixed screws of the water-passing body and the valve
     spool body, so that the water-passing body and the valve spool body are tightly fastened on the
     pedestal without shaking, and ensure the connected brass straight pipe is placed horizontally.
     Attention:
     1. In this installation state, the water-passing inspection can be carried out to check whether
     there is water leakage. If there is no water leakage, the plug cover can be removed and stored
     separately.
     2. When the product is passed through the mounting hole from the underside of the pedestal,
     if the product is not aligned with the mounting hole properly, it can be solved by regulating the 
     distance from the valve body to the water-passing body through the distance of insertion of the
     brass straight pipe into the water-passing body.
     

  

Plug cover (remove it after
water-passing process is successful)

Water-passing body fixed pedestal

Fixed screw

Cold water side

Fixed
screw

Brass straight pipe
(adjustable distance
for insertion into the
water-passing body)

Hot water side

(3) Installation of water spout body
      Press the spout into the water supply
      body and then fasten the set screws
      to back of the spout. The spout body
      faces forward and cannot be rotated.

Spout body

Socket head
cover screws

Hex wrench with
metric of 3 mm
(not included)
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Installation of Spout
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Installation of Spout

1. Cleaning in the water supply pipe
     Before installation,be sure to flush foreign matter such as dust and gravel in the water
     supply pipe.

2. Hole setting
     Hole Setting on the pedestal

Attention:
When installing the product, keep the spout body and handle side in the
center of the mounting hole as much as possible.

 

3. Installation of Spout
    The diry around the mounting hole must be removed before installation  and refer
    to the figure below for the installation of the main body. The specific installation
    methods are:
(1)Installation of the water-passing body under the pedestal and valve spool body
    First remove the fixed nut of the water-passing body,and then fully connect and
    tighten the water-passing body and the valve spool body through the non-asbestos
    gasket.
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Handle on the
hot water side Spout body

Handle on the
cold water side

35±2
 35±

2

 3
5±

2

120±5 120±5

Attention:
On the valve body of the cold water side, a label  C  is affixed and on the valve body 
of the hot water side, a label  H  is affixed.

Valve body part 
of hot water side

Non-asbestos Gasket

Plug cover
Water-passin
body

Valve body part 
of cold water side

Non-asbestos gasket
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TBG11201* series
"GF" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Hot water

Open

Close

Cold water

Open

Close

Red Blue

Note  The unit of size in the figure is mm;
          The size in the ( ) is the reference size.

Installation completion diagram



TBG08201*
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Installation completion diagram
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TBG10201* series
"GB" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Hot water

Open

Close

Cold water

Open

Close

Red Blue

Note  The unit of size in the figure is mm;
          The size in the ( ) is the reference size.
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Installation completion diagram
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TBG09201* series
"GM" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Hot water

Open

Close

Cold water

Open

Close

Red Blue
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Note  The unit of size in the figure is mm;
          The size in the ( ) is the reference size.
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Installation completion diagram
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TBG08201* series
"GC" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Hot water

Open

Close

Cold water

Open

Close

Red Blue
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Note  The unit of size in the figure is mm;
          The size in the ( ) is the reference size.
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Installation completion diagram
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TBG07201* series
"GE" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Hot water

Open

Close

Cold water

Open

Close

Red Blue

Note
 The unit of size in the figure is mm;

          The size in the ( ) is the reference size.
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Attention and Maintenance for Installation

Maintenance

Attention

Anti-freezing measures

3.With the product model being updated constantly, the physical object may 
   not coincide with the figure. However,  the basic installation and 
   operation principles are the same.
4.When using in places where icing may occur, anti-freezing measures must
   be taken.The parts will be damaged due to icing, which may cause water 
   leakage and property loss. Damages caused by icing are repaired for a fee 
   even during the warranty period. Please ensure that the ambient temperature
   of the product is always above 0°C

When using in places where icing may occur, anti-freezing measures must
be taken.
1.The parts will be damaged due to frost damage, which may cause water 
   leakage.
2.Damaged parts caused by frost damage are repaired for a fee even during
 the warranty period.
3.After the construction is completed or when it is not used for a long time, 
   prepare to prevent sudden drop of temperature and prevent the product 
   from frost damage.
4.Because of the risk of frost damage, please ensure that the ambient 
   temperature of the product is always above 0 .

In order to maintain the decent appearance of the product for a long time, 
please maintain it according to the following methods.
1.Wipe with a soft cloth often, or wipe with a soft cloth with water
   occasionally.
2.When there is dirt and it is obvious, please wash it with water thoroughly
   after wiping it with neutral detergent.
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Use Conditions

1. As one side of the spout to supply hot water is in a high-temperature state,
    do not let the skin be directly in contact with the surface of the hardware fitting;
    otherwise it may cause burn injuries.
2. Do not assemble cold * hot water tubing incorrectly; otherwise it may cause
    burn injuries.
3. Do not use steam when supplying hot water; otherwise it may cause burn
    injuries.

1.Before installation, please ensure the integrity of the product package and the
   completeness of accessories and attachments, etc. first.
2.Do not hit this product; otherwise it may cause malfunction or water leakage.

Use Conditions and Attention on Installation

1. Pressure for cold water * hot water supplying
    Minimum pressure   0.05MPa (flow pressure)
    Maximum pressure  1.0MPa (static pressure)
    Recommended pressure  0.1 0.5MPa (flow pressure)
    Detection pressure   1.6MPa (static pressure)
2.The water supply temperature is between 4°C and 90°C. It is recommended to use hot
   water temperature of 60 °C. Do not use steam when supplying hot water.
3.Ambient temperature of the use above 0°C. If it is lower than 0°C, the spout will have some
   issues such as  deformations, cracking, etc.
4.When it is not used for a long time, it may cause the inside and outside of the spout to rust
   and corrode, leading to malfunction.
5.If you need to dispose of this product, do not dispose of it as general household waste.
   Please follow the regulations to properly dispose, recover and recycle it through an
   independent recycling system.
6.The products stated in the Manual have a cleaning function.

 Warning

Attention

Attention on Installation

Warning:Indicates that if you overlook this sign, causing misoperation, it may
result in serious injury or death.
Attention:Indicates that if you overlook this sign, causing misoperation, it may
cause personal injury or property damage.
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Main Body of the Spout 1 set

Water-passing Body 1 set

Valve Spool Body  2 sets

Handle 2 sets

Non-asbestos Gasket 2 pieces

Installation Manual 1 booklet

User Manual   1 booklet

Specification

Specification

Products using this specification include:
TBG07201* "GE" Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG08201* "GC" Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG09201* "GM"  Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG10201* "GB"  Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG11201*  "GF"   Bathtub Filler (3hole)
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